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Introduction
)

in ita statement on investigations on human subjects' the
Council referred to the rapid advance in medical knowledge
during the past 50 years due to the combination of the
methods of laboratory science with the traditional methods
of clinical medicine. A distinction was drawn between pmCcdmrrs undertaken for the benefit of individual patients and
tbost undertaken on patients or healthy subjects solely for the
purpose of contributing to medical knowledge; and guidelines
were established for the regulation of procedures of the latter
k i d . The systematic collection and analysis of medical infamation has always been an important requisite for those
doctors, particularly medical officers of health, concerned with
the study and control of the health of the whole population
mtha than the individual patient. Methods of assembling
' nrh informationhave become more advanced in recent years
as a result of progress in survey techniques and automatic
data processing. At the same time the diseases which arc
ouw the most important are not those that were prominent in
th past. The consequence is that epidemiological methods
which hitherto were resticted chiefly to the study of the infcniow diseases are now employed for the investigation of
th more complex problems posed by the non-infectious
dheases. Just as new ethical problems were raised by the
k l o p m e n t of advanced technical ptocedures in clinical investigations so similar problcms have merged over the past
three decades in the use of confidential medical information
ho mearch, particularly when the investigator is not involved
. the--care oz teatmerit of-the individual concerned.
IheMedical Research Council recognizes the importance of
rpch work but considen it appropriate, in order to ensure the
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continued protection of the private and personal interests of
members of the public so successfully achieved in the past, to
give guion the conduct of investigations involving the
transfer of medical information.
Formerly the simplicity of the doctor-patient relationsdip
cnsurcd that information gained in the course of medical
practice was not divulged. With increasing specialization it is
no longer always practicable for one doctor to be the sole amfidant of the patient, and it is implicitly understood that this
confidence m a y be extended both to other doctors and to
non-medical staff involved in the patient's care.
The control of epidemics of infectious disease waa achieved
in part through the notification of its m e t in individual
patients by family doctors to the medical ofiicer of h d t E
Similarly the control of non-infectious diseases may bt assisted
by the transfer of medical information between doctors. The
origins of m a n y of these non-infectious diseases m a y lie in
early life, their evolution is slow and insidious, and the rdation between cause and effect is often obscure and c ~ m p l e ~
The changing social habits and conditions of life in a con- m
gated urban community, together with changes in industrial r
processes, continually create new health hazards, such IW the 9
toxic hazards of food additives, combustion of fuels on a new
scale or of a new type, and environmental pollution. Advances A
in the production of new powerful therapeutic and prophy- 0
lactic agents have created a need not only to assess their 0
effectiveness in comparison with existing drugs or forms of
Peament but also to maintain a continued watch for the development of adverse reactions.
These new problems have necessitated new research techniques, which in nun have led to new methods for the protection of the community's health. Studies involving comand cnvitonmartal
parison of the characteristics, ways of
circumstances of afftcted and d e c t e d individuals have
helped to isolate causal agents and personal factors associated
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with apccial risk. Such studies law uncovcrcd important
damninants of disease such as cigarette smoking, air pollulion
due to the inefficient combustion of coal, and the charactcristi0 of physique that poncnd scrious hean disease. The colWon of personal medical data was also of Crucial valuc in
lpednl investigations of maternal deaths, perinatal mortality,
a d child health, while cancer registration has provided
cssadal information on the natural history of malignant
;IjKoK. The usc of similar methods holds promise for the
future prevention of congenital malformations and inborn
metpbolic diseases, for thc development of new methods of
monitoring and presymptomatic screening, and for the creat i a t of more cffcctive methods for controlling and alleviating
tk disabilities that accompany the ageing process.
In much of this work it is essential for the data TO relate
to identified individuals so that information ncordcd at
riidaent times and places can be collated. It is this collection
rind handling of medical information relating to identified indviduals by those other than their personal doctors that
makes it imperative for research workers to respect confidentiality.

(2) Medical Records

Modkal records comprise all recorded observations relating to

..

identifiable individuals made in the context of (i) health and
medical care; (ii) medical research; (iii) other circumstances in
d c h information is given to a doctor in his professional
rpacity; (iv) other situations in which medically relevant
ofonnation is recorded such as birth no'ification, clzim for
rWrness benefit, examinations in connexion with Iife assurance,
ctc. These records will also on occasion include data which
.we confidential but which are not strictly medical. In the
~~rcscnt
context medical records arc not considered ro include
mminal lists such as those maintained by execurive councils.
There is no necessary difference in content between conventional written records and data in comouter systems. In
Lxxnputer systems speed of access to records is much greater
rban in conventional systems, ease of communication within
.md among systems is enhanced, and the physical bulk of the
isords is reduced. In most computerized systems the plain
lamuage content of records is small, and casual or unauthorized access is correspondingly difficult. Computcrs may
render medical record systems even more useful in the
management of patient care, healrh services managemcnr, and
research. but clearly they involve a spccial degree of responsibility for those who control them.

(3) Principles Underlying Responsibility

Tbc Council considers that, subiect to certain safeguards,
medical information obmined about identified individual
patients should continuc IO be made available without their
explicit consent for the p u m s c s of medical research. The
nectssary safmards are as follows.
(i
A)
ll medical information that can be related to an
identified individual should be treated as confidenrial and
ahodd be communicated only to medical research workers
who arc engaged in invcsrigations in the inrerests of the health
of the community and only if, in the opinion of the medical
pradtioner holdinp; tbat idormation, such communication will
not harm the subject's interests.
(ii) The transfer of confidential medical information between mcmbcrs of the mcdical profession is, as already noted,
an acccptcd practice in certain con*cxts. This practice is
brpcly bascd on the fact that those whose names are on the
Register of the General Mcdical Council are fully accountable
to that body for their ethical conduct. Althoueh a numbcr of
pmfessionai o
g q e l f a i d down ethical codes for
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their mcmbcrs, the lack of a similar lcgally csiablifhcd
accountability raises spccial considerations in the caw of
research workus who are not on the Medical Register dopite
their considerable contribution to medical research. The
C o k i l therefore considers:
that for the h e k i n g non-medidy qualificd research
workers and assistants should have aaxss to such info-tion only (0) when working in collaboration with a me&cally qualified worker who will take responsibility for confidentiality; or (b), whcrc there is no medically qualified
collaborator, after the approval of the Standing Committee
referred to in the appendix (below) has been obtained.
(iii) Where the personal collaboration bf the subject or
patient is requested, the right of those approached to refuse it
without giving a reason must always k respected.
(iv) The results of investigations should never be Dmcnted
in such a way that identification of individual subjects might
be possible.
The ovemdina consideration must always be that no harm
or distress will ensue for the individual and his family, and
that the doctor-patient relationship will in no way be impaired. For this reason the Council has established for its own
purposes a committee to advise both its staff and supported
workers who are custodians of confidential data and medical
workers, details of which are referred to in the
appendix.

(4) T h e Conduct of Research

Research involving the collection of medical information
about groups of the population may be conducted in a number
of ways. These require the participation of multidisciplinary
rcsearch teams, the members of which must be aware of, and
respect, the confidential nature of the information being collected.

0 SLTVEYS OP THE APPARENTLY WELL POPUIATION
Surveys may be undertaken on ''total" populations or on
samples selected from public records such as the electoral
roll. It is considered that direct approaches (for example, by
postal questionnaire or visit interview) to apparently well
subjects in the general population selected in this way do not
require approval or consent of any local medical body or individual. Whenever practicable, however, workers should
consult with the local medical committee and inform practitioners about their proposed studies. As already noted, the
right of any subject to decline to take.-part in such a survey
.
-.
must always be respected.
Where
approaches
involve
visiting
subjects
at
home,
it is
,
generally desirable that some advance notice be given, and
it is imperative that field staff should be provided with means
for ready personal identification including a reference telephone number. In some circumstances it may be appropriate
to inform local police.
Surveys may on occasion involve the physical exmination
or laboratory investigarion of subjects. In these ci.. umstances
the true consent+ of subjects must always be obtained before
any such examination is undertaken. Where clinical examination is involved, advance information about the survey for
local practitioners is of special importance.
Research workcrs should always seek the p e h s s i o n of
subjects to send to their doctors any rclcvant test results or
abnormal findings that may be detected in the course of such
surveys. The wishes of the subjccts must bc respected. If
findings SUggeStiVe of serious disease are made, a'subiect
who has not given permission for the transfer of information
'Drfincd by thc Council as ''mntcnt free!? plivc,, with prop; underrmding of thc nature and consequences of what is pmpoxd."
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his doctor should be w e d to seek further medical advice
that 8 more comprehensive examination can be carried
out. In the int-tr
of SPl-vding
the doctor-patient.mlatianship, m a r c h workers should avoid expressing opinions
about finding to subjects or in any way committing the
patient's doctor to a pvticulpt course of adon.
to

EO

(i) RESARQI BASED WHOLLY ON MEDfcAt RECORDS
Some rescar& involves no more than the examination and
analysis of existing medical records. When the records are
held by the doctor responsible for making them, &e principles
covering such inquiries arc covered under section 3. There
arc, however, situations where the relevant records or information as to where they are available may be held in
centres controlled by other persons. Thee are referred to in
Kction 5.

@) WSEARCH REQUIRING ACCESS TO SUBJECTSIDDTITFIED FROM
MEDICAL RECORDS

Kesearch workers may wish to approach individuals identified
from medical records in order to seek additional information.
Such an approach to the individual concerned is possible only
because an exchange of confidential medical information has
taken place, and the consent of the subject's medical adviser
must be obtained. When such consent is given, the subject
>naybe approached directly by the research worker, unless the
subject's doctor prefers to make the initial approach himself.
If doubts arise about a particular project, the proposal can
be referred to the standing committee.

.

(iv)

FOLLOW-vpOF INDIVIDUALS
L i A F M F U L ENVIRONMENTS
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EXPOSED TO POTENTIALLY

In cmain circumstances it is in the public interest and in the
interest of the indivrduals concerned that a follow-up survey be
carried out without the prior knowlcdge or consent of the
subjccts. For instance, such a situation may arise when identifiable individuals have been utposcd to a toxic substance or
other potential hazard but the evidence is not strong enough
to justify raising their fean by informing them of i t
An obvious example would be in relation to exposure to
industrial processes. In such a case prior discussion should
take place
confidence with representatives of the workers
involvcd and with management. An undertaking should bc
given that results will bc made known immediately there is
firm evidence of the existence of a hazard.
Other examples arise in relation to the potential long-term
consequences of earlier morbidity or exposure to diagnostic,
prophylactic, or therapeutic procedures. In such cases the
individuals to be examined might bc identified from medical
records as well as followed up by means of them. The ethical
position will usually have to bc examined on an ad hoc basis.

(vi) RESEARQf

INVOLVING MINORS AND THE MENTALLY SUBNoRhut OR DISORD-

TIX CoUDcil'r

s t a t e m a t y ~ e s p o w i t yin .Investigations

Human Subjectsw referred to the ethical problems and
constmints associated with uxxiutlkig clinical research procedures on minors and mentally subnormal or disordered
patients. In survey work few difficulties arc likely to arise, but
it is incumbent on research workers undertaking such work
to inform patients, and relatives in the case of minon, about
the nature of the inquiry and to seek the consent of relevant

OLI

authorities to the survey.

(5) Custody of Medical Records
As a result of special research studies large collections of
d c a l research data are king compiled, and it is desirable
that access to such coIlections should k governed by common
standards and practices which ensure the maintenance of
oonfinendnlity. The Council therefore advises that the following principles and procedures be adopted by personnel responsible for the custody of those records compiled during the
course of medical mcuch.
(i) Responsibility for the conml of m e d i d research records
and information should k that of the director or leader of
the research team involved in their collection. In those cases
where the director is not medically qualified he should be
advised either by a medically qualified collaborator or specially
constituted medical committee. Should this not prove practicable, then the advice and approval of the Standing Committee (referred to in the appendix) should be sought regarding arrangements for the handling and control of such
ncords.
(ii) AU persons involved in the handling of such data should
give a written undertaking to maintain confidentiality.
(iii) Appropriate arrangements should be made and enforced at all tima for the adequate physical security of establishments where confidential medical information is stored
and used. With regard to records themselves, consideration
should be given to the use of special arrangements-for aample, the separation and replacement by code of identifying
data from the main body of the record and Uscrambling"
within computer systems.
(io) Data of a general statistical nature (that is, in a form
that prevents identification of individuals) m a y be made
available to other mearch workers at the discretion of the
director.
(v) In general, information obtained by a research worker
is subject to the same mmctions as apply in clinical practice,
where the patient's interests arc paramount Unless npressly forbidden by the individual to do so, the mearch
worker should be willing to communicate relevant infomation to a clinician treating the patient. As far as release -of
information to other research workers is concerned, the
custodian of research data should be guided by the principles
of section 3.
9
(iv) Those responsible for collecting and storing penonal
medical data should review at intervals the desirability of
destroying material when its retention is no longer essential.

-
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(V) RESEARCH

REQUIRING ACCESS TO REIATWES OP P A T I E N S

In studies involving the genetic or familial aspects of disease,
research workers may wish to interview the relatives of patients
or subjects. Whenever possible, permission to approach relatives should bc obtained from the patient. The reason for
this approach, and the method by which the relative has been
idcntificd, shoula bc immcaiatcly sxplained in such a way
as to minimizc possible anxiety.

(6) I n Conclusion

This statement does not attempt to anticipate every situation
that may arise in a rapidly developing field of medicine. T h e
Council will revicw it in the light of experience obtained by
research workcrs, clinicians, and committecs. In this way
the continued development and progress of medical rescarch
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within the context of approvcd ethical standards and conduct
d tbore concerned, and continued public crust, cpll be
asd.
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Appepdir
Stonding*Commiltee on ths Use of Mediad Znfonnolid, for
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to set up 8 Suading Cornminee with
the following terms of rderena :
(i) to establish, interpret, and review provisions governing
tbc cdltnion, security, UK of, and access to confidential medical

Tbe C h d l has decided
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research & a in rccordana with principles detcrmined by the
cormdl in its sutemat "hponsibdity
the USCof Medid I n f m t i a n for R - m c h ; " .nd to d d c t questions Eon& i r h t C I p r C t B h of this statement.
(ja) m the light d these provisions, to advise' its staff and
orbur wbo receive grants or o-her support fmm it on questions
m the use d oc icccss IO such aonfidentirt medid research

&m.

I &dial
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The committee, which will be responsible to the Council, will
consist of a chairman, deputy chairman, and representatives of the
public .ad the medid pmfmiOn.
nK Medical Research Council wishes to acknowledge the help
lad &via received from its Committee 011 General Epidemiology,
~& was rrsponsible for drafting this sratement. The rncmbrrs
-cd
were: Professor D. D. Reid (chairman), Dr. A. M.
Mclstein, Professor E. D. Acheson, Professor E. A. Cheeseman,
Professor A. L. Gxhranc, Dr. M. A. Hc~tmnn,Professor W. W.
H U , Professor E. A. Smith, Dr. A. H. smith, Dr. P. A.
Walford, Dr. J. M. G. Wilson, Professor J. K. W i g , Dr. M.
Ashley-Miller (secretary), Dr. G. K. Manhew (obsemr). In additioa the council received valuable assist8na from the chiif medical
&an of the Health Dcparuncnts, the British Medical Association,
urd the directors of artain of its own establishments.

